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The most common fear people have is a fear of failure. All our lives we have struggled to
please other people – parents, teachers, friends, and bosses. Being afraid can prevent
us from trying new things. It stifles our curiosity and keeps us from learning and
growing.

Making mistakes is an equally large problem for some. Making them subjects us to
embarrassment, a feeling of failure, and if we make too many of them, we can quickly
give up, and possibly lower our feelings of self-worth. 

But when you add fear and mistakes together, it can be paralyzing.  We can no longer
move forward. Our opportunity to grow ceases. It robs us of any joy and contentment
we may otherwise feel in life. 

The very idea of confronting our fear and mistakes feels like falling into a deep pit and
no ladder to climb or people around to throw you a rope. 

But learning how to combat fear and mistakes requires you to face them head on. That
pit you are in isn’t going to get shallower. But by using your wits, you can dig handholds
into the soft dirt. You can spread your arms and legs and slowly make your way out.
And if there are any rocks in the dirt, you can dig them out and stack them up like a
staircase. 

By facing your fears and mistakes, you can overcome them. It may take work. It may
take accepting the fact that you cannot change what has been done. But you can use
them to your advantage. 

Instead of cowering away, you can redesign it into a challenge. By analyzing your
mistakes, you can make corrections and learn to do it right. And as far as failure goes,
you can simply use it as a steppingstone to future success. And always add a personal
affirmation. These are a great way to build a stronger self-esteem and find
encouragement!

This workbook is designed to help you put a name to your fears, list your mistakes, and
find ways to overcome them. And each time you do, celebrate the victory, and prepare
to live the life you have always dreamed of. 

Fear & Mistakes



Tips to Eliminate Fear

By 'visiting' with your fears, you have the opportunity to study them, and learn they
are only a momentary emotion. Give yourself time to see them as they truly are and
learn to reduce their control over your life until they are sent away permanently. 

Imagine your fear as a living, breathing being. Then write down a list of laws, rules
and regulations that will now apply to them. You can add things such as: 1. You will
no longer rule my life. 2. You are no longer allowed to call the shots. 3. You are now
relegated into prison for violating the laws of allowing me to live a healthy,
productive life. 

When going into war, you first arm yourself with any weapons you will need. When
battling fear, some of the best weapons to have is laughter, (even fears hates being
laughed at). Learn to laugh at your fears. 

Invite them over for a visit.1.

Design a Laws, Rules & Regulations Document for your Fears2.

Man Your Battle Stations3.

Get Moving4.

When fear tries to overcome you, get moving. Run. Walk. Go to the gym. Exerting
energy through exercise helps you to refocus, release tension and stress, and can
help you feel more in control of your emotions. 

Embrace Your Courage5.

Give yourself a pep talk. Acknowledge your courage to face your fear and use that
courage as momentum to overcome it. It may take a few tries, but each time you do,
give yourself points, credit, and a healthy pat on the back. 



Tips to Overcome Mistakes

Making a mistake is nothing more than a life lesson. With each one you make, look
for ways you can learn from it. Consider each one nothing more than a pop quiz.
When the final exam is given, you will be sure to ace it!

When we make a mistake, we often over-think how others see us. Those thoughts
are nothing more than a runaway dog. By using a secure mental harness, you can
keep them from getting loose in the first place. Remember - most other people may
not have even noticed your mistake. If they did, they will have forgotten it long
before you do. 

Instead of losing the entire war, use your mistakes to plan for victory. Break them
down. Look closely to help you determine where the problem lies. From there, you
can change tactics and move forward. 

Go Back to School1.

Put a Harness on Your Thoughts2.

Design a Battle Plan3.

Accept that You Aren't Pefect4.

Don't sweat making mistakes. No one is perfect. Give yourself credit for trying. Then
go back to the drawing board to find a better way. 

Put it On Paper5.
Sometimes it helps to put even your mistakes on paper. Having a visual of the steps
you made can help you see the overall attempt more clearly and assist you in finding
the faulty piece. From there, you make corrections and try again. 



Fear Journal

My Fear

Action Steps:

What Makes it Frightening

How to Overcome It

Action Steps: Action Steps:



THE MISTAKE HOW I FELT

Past  Mistakes
WHAT I  COULD 

HAVE DONE

MY PERSONAL AFFIRMATION



Today's Mistake 

My Mistake

Action Steps:

What went Wrong

Changing the Outcome

Action Steps: Action Steps:


